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An island within a lake within an island nation is
undoubtedly an odd geographical location. If that
island is populated by descendants of seven defeated
samurai during a battle in twelfth century Kyoto
and no cars can be heard nor seen across its tiny
surface, it may well be considered one of the oddest
places on earth. And it is indeed.
Okishima, Japan’s only inhabited lake island, rests
on the southeast side of Lake Biwa, the largest
freshwater lake in the country and one of the oldest
in the world. Its roughly 400 ageing inhabitants
keep a rare freshwater fish industry very much
alive, with the furuzushi—an archaic form of sushi
without rice, based on fermented lake fish—being
their most precious delicacy. The place is also
popularly known as one of the few ‘cat islands’ in
Japan, where an equal population of felines greet
visitors and wander around streets and fields like
they own them. But aside from these attractions,
Okishima is in itself a diamond, located in a country
in which a pure, rural lifestyle is no longer easy
to find.
Even in the smallest mountain villages of Japan
one gets immersed in a relatively highly industrialized way of life. Although rural areas abound,
it is almost impossible to find wide extensions
of natural land. Okishima, in turn, seems to be
protected from the highly densified environment
of the country it belongs to—water serving here
not only as a transport medium, but also, and more
importantly, as a protective device. The virtual
absence of motorized vehicles produces an unusual
silence for the city visitor, and its detachment from
the mainland seems to directly have a multifarious
effect on the people’s lifestyle, their houses, and
their daily objects.
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THE TRICYCLE
Painted in a trendy-yet-old-fashioned mint color,
the most popular way of transport around the
island is the tricycle, conveniently upgraded with
a metal basket on the back to carry the fruits and
veggies that its octogenarian owner collects in
her/his minuscule field. They fit in nicely along
the narrow streets that organically generated in
Okishima without any sort of order, but rather
responding to more important issues such as wind
protection and privacy.
THE READY-MADE SHELTER
Radically different from the mass-produced,
prefabricated houses proliferating in rural Japan,
the ones found in Okishima seem to be not only
self-made, but also meticulously tailored to its
inhabitants. The readiness and almost precarious
look of the houses, often made out of undulated
metal panels, concrete bricks, and cheap aluminum
frames grants each one of them with an aura of
charm, efficiency and pragmatism that automatically
fades the quality of its built standards away. The
easiness by which these houses can be transformed,
amended, or totally replaced would awe the postwar predicators of expendability, growth, and
change in the built form.
THE CABINET
As a kind of uncontrolled extension of the shelter,
almost every house has little ‘garden’ in their front
entrance, in which plants, buckets of flowers, kitsch
toys, empty cans, hanging clothes, cleaning utensils,
garden tools, and more are gathered. The collection
of assorted stuff is depicted in these peculiar
gardens like the island cats that nap on sunny
windowsills: they seem to have always been laying
there. The eclectic collection makes every house
even more unique, somehow representing through
the small scale of a garden, the unorthodox mix of
built objects and elements by which the entire island
is composed.
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